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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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Domain-Specific Model-Driven TestingVieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Software reuse and software quality are increasingly important topics in today's software engineering both for researchers and for practitioners. The design and implementation of tests is especially challenging when tests are conceptualized for different variants and versions of an application. Stefan Baerisch applies a combination of...
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Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Java is good stuff. I’ve been using it for years. I like Java because it’s very
	orderly. Almost everything follows simple rules. The rules can seem
	intimidating at times, but this book is here to help you figure them out. So, if
	you want to use Java and want an alternative to the traditional techie, softcover
	book, sit...
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Doing Objects in Visual Basic 2005 (The Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Welcome to the latest in the series of Doing Objects books. This series started in 1995 with Visual Basic 4.0, when VB could first do objects. At that time, little had been discussed about using object-oriented design and development techniques with Visual Basic. To help improve that situation, almost half of each book in the series was...
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Documentum Content Management Foundations: EMC Proven Professional Certification Exam E20-120 Study GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
This is a complete study guide including study material and practice questions to prepare for the EMC Proven Professional certification Exam E20-120. It can also serve Documentum beginners and practitioners as a handy guide and quick reference to the technical fundamentals that is fully up to date for Documentum 5.3. Beginners are introduced to...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Advances In Uml And Xml-based Software EvolutionIdea Group Publishing, 2005
This book continues to provide a forum, which a recent book, Software Evolution with
UML and XML, started, where expert insights are presented on the subject.
In that book, initial efforts were made to link together three current phenomena: software
evolution, UML, and XML. In this book, focus will be on the practical side of...
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Java Design Patterns: A TutorialAddison Wesley, 2000

	Design patterns have become a staple of object-oriented design and programming by providing elegant, easy-to-reuse, and maintainable solutions to commonly encountered programming challenges. However, many busy Java programmers have yet to learn about design patterns and incorporate this powerful technology into their work.

...
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Mastering Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		In this book you'll learn to develop a complete application with ExtJS. Enhance your existing skills and get a better grasp of the JavaScript framework to create advanced Internet applications.

	
		Overview

		
			Build an application with Ext JS from scratch
	
			Learn expert tips and...
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C++ Network Programming, Volume 2: Systematic Reuse with ACE and FrameworksAddison Wesley, 2002
Do you need to develop flexible software that can be customized  quickly? Do you need to add the power and efficiency of frameworks to your  software? The ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) is an open-source toolkit  for building high-performance networked applications and next-generation  middleware. ACE's power and...
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Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing (Chapman & Hall / Crc Computational Science)CRC Press, 2008
Despite the importance of applications of process algebras for the success of the field, [related publications] concentrate strongly on the theoretical achievements. This shortcoming is compensated for in a splendid way by this book, which brings together the state of the art in research on applications of process algebras.  
—From the...
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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Enterprise Library, C# EditionMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Welcome to the era of software reuse! Microsoft Enterprise Library helps accelerate development by providing reusable components and guidance on proven practices. If you build applications that run on the Microsoft .NET Framework, whether they are enterprise-level business applications or even relatively modest Windows® Forms,...
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